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Abstract 
 
The thermal management of batteries for use in electric and hybrid vehicles is vital for safe 
operation and performance in all climates. Lithium-ion batteries are the focus of the electric 
vehicle (EV) market due to their high power density and life cycle longevity. To investigate 
the performance of two liquid cooling designs for lithium-ion battery packs, a series of 
numerical models were created. The effects of channel number, hole diameter, mass flow rate 
and inlet locations are investigated on a mini channel-cooled cylinder (MCC) and a channel-
cooled heat sink (CCHS); those being the two most efficient concepts. The results show that 
the maximum temperature can be controlled to under 313K for both designs with mass flow 
rates over 5E-05 kg/s, and maximum temperature variation can be controlled to less than 3.15K 
for both designs. Considering both maximum temperature and temperature uniformity, the 
MCC design provides superior performance to the CCHS. The maximum temperature of the 
MCC is less than that of the CCHS but the temperature is less uniform. The MCC is a more 
complex design and so would incur greater manufacturing costs. But, it increases the efficiency 
of such systems for the rechargeable battery packs of the electric vehicle industry. 
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Nomenclature   
C cell voltage or cell potential [V] 
Cp  heat capacity [J·kg-1·K-1] 
e electron  
E  open circuit voltage [v] 
F Faraday’s constant (96,485 Columb/mol) 
k thermal conductivity [W·m-1·K-1] 
K Kelvin 
I  discharge of current [A] 
n number of flow of electron 
p pressure 
ΔS battery reaction entropy change [J.K-1] 
t Time [s] 
T Temperature [°C or K] 
v⃗   velocity of water [m.s-1] 
V  operating voltage [v] 
Greek symbols  
ρ density (kg/m3) 
∇ divergence  
µ  Dynamic fluid viscosity [Pa·s] 
Subscripts  
a Aluminium  
dif difference 
gen generation  
max Maximum  
w water 
Superscripts  
o Degree  
Acronyms  
CCHS channel-cooled heat sink 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics  
EU European Union 
EV Electric Vehicle 
ICEM-CFD  popular proprietary software package used for CAD and mesh generation 
Li Lithium  
MCC mini channel-cooled cylinder 
Ni-MH Nickel-metal hydride   
UDF user-defined function 
USA United States 
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1. Introduction 
The global issues of energy shortage and pollution have increased the demand for electric and 
hybrid vehicles [1], with sales projected to rise to 11-15% for all new car sales in the EU and 
China by 2025, and 16-20% in the USA [2]. The transportation sector currently consumes 49% 
of the world’s oil resources annually and is the most rapidly-growing consumer of global 
energy [3]. Therefore, it is vital to have green transport solutions for the future. One such 
solution is hybrid and electric vehicles powered by rechargeable battery packs. Many batteries 
are available, from lead-acid and nickel-metal hydride (Ni-MH) to lithium-ion [4]. Lithium-
ion batteries have the highest power density [5], longest life cycles [6] and lowest self-
discharge rates of these battery types [7]. These benefits make lithium-ion batteries the most 
used powertrain for hybrid and electric vehicles. During operation, lithium-ion battery packs 
generate a significant amount of heat that needs to be expelled from the pack, which is a major 
challenge in hybrid and electric vehicles due to the importance of volumetric and gravimetric 
energy [8]. Temperature has a significant effect on the performance, safety and life cycle of 
lithium-ion batteries [9], with the ideal operating temperature of lithium-ion batteries found to 
be between 20-40 oC [4, 10]. Not only is the maximum operating temperature vital, but the 
temperature homogeneity of the battery pack is also important, as an uneven temperature 
distribution can lead to localised deterioration and state of charge mismatches [11]. The 
desirable temperature distribution in a pack is less than 5 oC from module-to-module or within 
a battery [4]. Lithium-ion batteries exceeding the maximum temperature can enter thermal 
runaway and cause the battery to catch fire or explode [12] with potential physical dangers and 
replacement costs. It is therefore necessary for thermal management systems to keep the 
maximum temperature within the desired range of 20-40 oC and keep the temperature variations 
within the pack as low as possible. Thus far, different studies have investigated the thermal 
management [13, 14] using liquid cooling with a flexible channel [15], heat spreader to a liquid-
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cooled plate [16] and air cooling [17], however the performance of such models has not been 
evaluated in detail. The maximum temperature and temperature uniformity will be used to 
quantify model performances in this study. The gravimetric and volumetric energy, as well as 
cost and complexity, will be further considered during the process.  
 
2. Model development 
The numerical simulations in this paper were developed through Fluent 18.1 and geometries 
were created in SolidWorks 2016 (Dassault Systèmes, SolidWorks Corp., USA). The purpose 
of this study is to optimise two liquid cooling methods proposed in (9) and (11) on a concurrent 
cells format for accurate comparison. Tetrahedral element meshes were created with the use of 
ICEM Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) within Fluent 18.1. The temperature of inlet 
water and its initial temperatures were assumed to be 298K. Mass flow rate inlet and pressure 
outlet at atmospheric pressure were selected as inlet and outlet boundary conditions of the fluid. 
The walls separating gaseous domains, flow domains and solid domains as well as between 
solid domains were set to coupled walls allowing for natural convection between cells. No slip 
condition and stationary walls were set for the inside surface of the channels. The module 
systems were assumed to be in an adiabatic environment as batteries are often located in narrow 
confined spaces with difficult airflow, and as air is easily heated [18], its thermal effect is 
negligible. Therefore, the outside surfaces of the module were set as thermally-insulating 
boundaries to simulate the assumed adiabatic conditions. The laminar flow model was selected 
as the maximum flow rate under all mass flow produced a Reynolds number less than 2300, 
which is the condition for laminar flow [19]. The material properties used in this study are 
shown in Table 1. For increased accuracy, the time step size was set to 1s and the maximum 
number of iterations per time step was set to 500 to ensure convergence before time step 
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completion. The system run time was 720 seconds as this was the cells’ discharge duration at 
5 C [11, 20] to provide the basis for how much power discharge the cells could experience, 
while C-rate is the measurement of the charge and discharge current with respect to its nominal 
capacity. The convergence criterion of this study is that the residuals of energy and flow 
equations respectively are below 1.00E-06 and 1.00E-03.  
Table 1. Materials used and their properties. Battery properties are derived from [21], materials 
from [18]. 
  
The temperature of a single cell was calculated by equation 1 [7]; 
 
δ
δt 
(ρ · Cp · T) = ∇ · (k· ∇T) + Qgen                                                  Equation (1) 
Qgen is the heat generation of the battery, ρ is the density of the battery internals, Cp is the heat 
capacity, k is the thermal conductivity, µ is dynamic fluid viscosity, T is temperature and ∇ · 
is divergence.  
Qgen can be expressed as [7]; 
Qgen = I(E − V) − TΔS
I
nF
                                                              Equation (2) 
where I is the discharge of current, E is the open circuit voltage, V is the operating voltage, I 
is the discharge current, n is the number of flow of electrons, ΔS is the battery reaction entropy 
change and F is the Faraday constant (96,485 Columb/mol).  
Material ρ (kg·m-3) Cp (J·kg-1·K-1) k (W·m-1·K-1) µ (Pa·s) 
Aluminium 2719 871 202.4 - 
Battery 1760 1108 3.91 - 
Water 998.2 4128 0.6 1.003 × 10-3 
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Liquid water is used as the coolant in this study, and the continuity equations of water in fluid 
channels can be expressed by [11]: 
δρw
δt 
 + ∇ · (ρw v⃗ ) = 0                                                                        Equation (3) 
The density of water is ρw, and v⃗  is the velocity of water. 
Momentum conservation of the water can be defined as [11]:  
δ
δt 
 (ρw v⃗ ) + ∇ · (ρwv⃗ v⃗ ) =  -∇p                                                         Equation (4) 
where p is the static pressure of water.  
Therefore, the energy conservation of water can be defined as [11]:  
δ
δt 
 (ρw cpw Tw) + ∇ · (ρw cpw v⃗  Tw) =  -∇ · (kw ∇Tw)                          Equation (5) 
where cpw is the heat capacity, Tw is the temperature and kw is the heat capacity of the water. 
The energy conservation of the aluminium heat sinks is [7]: 
δ
δt 
 (ρa cpa Ta) = ∇ · (kw ∇Tw)                                                             Equation (6) 
where ρa, cpa, Ta, and kw are the density, heat capacity, temperature and thermal conductivity 
of the aluminium heat sinks respectively.  
The electrochemical reactions in the anode and the cathode during the charging and 
discharging processes are shown in equations 7 and 8 [22, 23]:  
Anode (a graphitic carbon electrode with a metallic backing):  
LiC6 
    Charge    
←         
Discharge 
→          Li1-x C6 + xLi
x + e-                                                      Equation (7) 
Cathode: 
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xLi + xe- + Li1-xFePO4 
    Charge    
←         
Discharge 
→          LiFePO4                                         Equation (8) 
The process is reversible, but batteries lose capacity over time due to electrolyte oxidation 
damaging electrode surfaces during cycling of the battery. The electrolyte for such batteries is 
usually ethylene carbonate dimethyl carbonate (EC–DMC) 1-1 lithium perchlorate (LiClO4) 
1M [24], while the anode is a hard carbon or sometimes a graphite with intercalated 
metallic lithium. Cathode’s weight is mainly composed of 90% C-LiFePO4, grade Phos-Dev-
12, 5% carbon EBN-10-10 (superior graphite) and also 5% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 
[25]. The cell considered in this research is a 18650 cylindrical lithium battery at the high power 
5 C discharge rate [26]. A simplified numerical model of the NCR18650 battery was created 
using a solid cylinder with height 65 mm and radius 9.25 mm [27]. Other properties of this 
battery includes a rated capacity of 2700mAh at 20 °C, nominal voltage of 3.6 V, energy 
density of 577 Wh/l volumetric and 215 Wh/kg gravimetric. Its charging conditions also based 
on constant-current and constant voltage (CC-CV) of 1925 mA, 4.20v for 3 hours [25].  
The cells’ power generation rate is a function of height coordinate value, and this is used to 
simulate the uneven temperature distribution of cylindrical batteries [11]. The density, thermal 
conductivity and specific heat capacity of the battery are assumed to be homogeneous across 
its volume [21] and are set as shown in Table 1. A total element number of 74,350 was assigned 
since the heat transfer rate only differs by 0.02% when the element number is increased from 
74,350 to 286,198, and so with computational power restraints, the lowest element number for 
accurate results is selected.   
 
2.1. Case 1: Mini Channel Cylinder Creation (MCC) 
The first thermal management system proposed is similar to the system suggested in the 
literature [11] and is adapted for the battery considered in this research. The geometry was 
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created (see Figure 1) in Solidworks 2016 (Dassault Systèmes, SolidWorks Corp., USA). The 
battery of 65 mm is covered by a 1 mm thick plate at either end to insulate it from the fluid 
domain. The channels within the cylinder are equidistantly distributed and, in this study, 2, 4, 
6, 8 and 10 channels were considered. Based on the mesh sensitivity study on a singular tube 
and battery, 98,354 elements were assigned, as increasing the elements from 98,354 to 209,482 
produced a difference of only 0.076%. The four-battery cell pack further considered in this 
research consisted of four tubes, arranged with a minimum gap of 0.5 mm between the tube 
walls. The inlet and outlet location of flow for the fluid domain as well as mass flow rates of 
fluid were considered to optimise the design. This design system required one cylinder per cell, 
and thus a system X cells wide and N cells long has X•N cells and cylinders. The wall thickness 
of the tubes is the same as in study [10] with the wall treatment of (y+ = 5) [14].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Case 2: Channel-Cooled Heat Sink Creation (CCHS) 
Figure 1. Dimensions of each battery tube. 
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The second thermal management system proposed is similar to the suggested system [18], in 
which the surface of the battery is in contact with an aluminium heat sink. This heat sink has 
fluid channels running through it to extract the heat, and the dimensions of the heat sink part 
are shown in Figure 2. The numbers of channels considered in this study were 4, 6, 8 and 10, 
and the radii of these holes were further considered. The number of elements selected per cell 
and two heat sinks was 110,891, which allowed a two-by-two geometry to be created. The gap 
between cell centres was assumed to be 22 mm in the X direction and 20 mm in the Z direction, 
with the heatsinks along a channel line all connected. A fluid domain was assumed to be 
imposed on the initial and final heat sink faces, and inlet and outlet locations of the fluid domain 
were considered as well as inlet mass flow rates. This design required a heat sink on either side 
of the battery to provide a fair simulation of the cooling received by cells within a pack. As 
downstream batteries were added, connecting heat sinks were added with the downstream 
requirement of only one additional row of heat sinks for every additional row of cells. A 
geometry with X downstream cells and N cells wide will have X•N cells and (X+1)•N heat 
sinks. Therefore, adding cells downflow rather than along the width reduces the number of heat 
sinks required, but doing so incurs heat transfer problems. This is caused by downstream fluid 
having a greater temperature than upstream fluid due to heat transfer from heat sinks, thus 
reducing the heat transfer rate downstream. To balance this effect, the aluminium block of each 
heat sink downstream is in contact with the relative upstream component in contrast to the 
design proposed in [11], which has tubes running through each heat sink, as this was found to 
provide better temperature distribution between cells. The contact between heatsinks provides 
a further heat transfer medium between the expected hotter cells downstream and those 
providing the better cooling upstream.  
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Once each geometry had been created, it was imported into Fluent 18.1. The faces of cell walls, 
fluid tube walls and inlet and outlet tubes were selected and named selections were created 
within the sub-program Design Modeller. ICEM CFD was opened within ANSYS Fluent to 
create a mesh of tetrahedral elements; the mesh was refined using face sizing, and inflation 
layers at the walls which are critical to heat transfer, such as walls of fluid tubes and cells. Cell 
zone conditions of the batteries were set to the new material, heat sinks were set to aluminium, 
and fluid domains were set to liquid water. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions of flow were 
set along with coupled walls and thermally-insulating walls. Hybrid initiation was used at 100 
iterations; the calculation was run with 720-time steps of 1s and a maximum of 500 iterations 
per time step. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Dimensions of each heat sink 
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3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Results for one singular cell 
Previous tests work on 18,650 cells which are based upon the results reported in the literature 
[20]. The results show that the maximum temperature of the cell at a high power 5 C discharge 
rate was found to be 351 K after 720 seconds. The average power generation per unit volume 
of the user-defined function (UDF) source term used in this research was 190,000 W/m3, 
producing a cell surface maximum temperature (Tmax) of 351 K after 720 seconds and cell heat 
distribution as shown in Figure 3. The temperature values and contours were consistent with 
the expected maximum temperature at a 5 C discharge in the current literature [20], and with 
the cell temperature distribution demonstrated in [21]. This validates the simplified numerical 
battery model used in this study. The model assumes an even power generation rate irrespective 
of time and temperature, with power generation set as a function of height coordinate with 
higher power generation in the upper cell (See Figure 3). In this study, we have obtained similar 
patterns to previous research works. One study suggested a similar heat generation rate at 5 C 
discharge [28]. Also, as can be observed, the heat generation is different vertically along the 
battery cell [29].  
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3.2. Results for the Mini Channel-Cooled Cylinder (MCC) 
Five different mini channel quantities were compared to study the effect of varying channel 
numbers. The total mass flow rate of the combined channels was set to 2.5E-05 kg/s for all 
cases to provide a comprehensive channel effect without a changing mass flow rate affecting 
the results. Figure 4 shows the evolution of Tmax, the maximum cell surface temperature, with 
time for the different number of mini-channels. Initial body temperature and inlet temperature 
are set to 298K. 
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Figure 4. Variation of Tmax over 720 seconds for different mini channel quantities 
Higher Power 
Figure 3. Cell temperature contour after 720s at 5 C 
discharge 
Lower Power 
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For all results, the graph shape of maximum temperature is the same; all results approach an 
individual asymptote at which point the heat transfer out of the system is equal to the power 
generation of the system, and thus temperature is constant. The maximum temperature 
decreases as the number of channels increases, but the change is less significant after 6 channels 
due to the decreasing distance between the channels. The optimum operating temperature of 
lithium-ion cells is 293-313 K [4]. In all channel situations, the maximum temperature is within 
this specified range, but the simulation assumes an idealised consistent flow over all channels, 
which within a battery pack is likely not the case. The relative performance increase after more 
than 6 channels is negligible and increased channel quantity increases the complexity of the 
structure and thus the cost of manufacturing.  Therefore, considering cost, complexity and 
performance, the 6 channel case is to be used further in this study to consider the influence of 
inlet/outlet location and mass flow rate on a two-by-two cell pack. The maximum cell surface 
temperature of a single cell under these conditions was found to be 309.63 K, with the inlet 
location at the cell end having the greatest power generation. The inlet location was reversed, 
and the maximum temperature was found to be 310.33 K, and so the flow locations further 
considered will have an inlet from the cell ends of higher power generation.  
Besides this, the effect of inlet and outlet locations on the thermal performance within a four 
cell pack need to be investigated. Six location combinations are considered, and they are shown 
in Figure 5 and Table 2. The performance of each combination is shown by the maximum 
temperature after 720s (see Figure 6) and by the difference between maximum and minimum 
cell surface temperatures (Tdif) within the pack (see Table 3). The mass flow rate at the inlet 
was set to 5E-05 kg/s for all cases and inlet and outlet diameters were set to 4mm. 
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Location 
Combination 
Inlet Outlet 
1 A H 
2 C H 
3 C F 
4 B E 
5 D E 
6 B G 
                         A                     B 
                         C                     D 
 
 
 
  E                     F 
  G                    H 
    
 
Table 2. Inlet and Outlet combinations from Figure 4. 
 
Figure 5. Dimensions of the location combinations, A-D for inlets, E-H for outlets  
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Locations Tmax (K) at 720s Tdif (K) at 720s 
1 311.20 4.28 
2 311.05 3.75 
3 311.19 3.83 
4 313.64 6.80 
5 314.02 6.78 
6 313.74 6.58 
 
The maximum temperature for location combinations 4, 5 and 6 is shown to be significantly 
higher than that for locations 1, 2 and 3, as is the maximum temperature difference of cell 
surfaces; this is due to the inlet and outlet locations in 4, 5 and 6 causing the mass flow to be 
Figure 6. Maximum temperature difference variation with time for the inlet and outlet 
locations shown in Table 2 
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Maximum temperature difference variation with time  
1 2 3
4 5 6
Table 3. Maximum temperature and maximum temperature difference at 720s 
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more unevenly distributed within the structure than combinations 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, 
locations 4, 5 and 6 will be ignored, as they provide insufficient cooling when compared to the 
other geometries, as well as significantly greater temperature differences within the pack, 
which can lead to uneven degradation of cells, which in turn causes issues with state of charge 
[11]. Location combination 2 is shown to provide the most even temperature distribution within 
the pack as well as the lowest maximum surface temperature, and so the geometry is to be 
further considered in this report to study the effect of mass flow rate. Location combination 2 
also provided the greatest cooling effect as the system was heated from 0 to 720 seconds. 
Five mass flow rates are considered in this study, ranging from 1E-05 to 5E-04 kg/s. The 
maximum temperature and temperature difference after 720s are shown in Table 4 and the 
difference between the maximum and minimum temperature within the pack over time is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Maximum temperature difference variation with time for varied mass flow rates. 
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Cell Surface Temperature Difference with Mass Flow Rate
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Table 4. Maximum temperature and maximum temperature difference at 720s with changing 
mass flow rates.  
Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) Tmax (K) at 720s Tdif (K) at 720s 
1.00E-05 318.82 5.12 
3.00E-05 314.85 4.46 
5.00E-05 311.05 3.75 
8.00E-05 310.26 3.05 
1.00E-04 310.15 2.96 
5.00E-04 309.51 2.58 
 
Mass flow rates of 1E-05 and 3E-05 kg/s do not provide sufficient cooling to keep the 
maximum temperature within the pack inside the optimal operating temperature of lithium-ion 
batteries of 313K. The maximum temperature of the pack is not sufficiently reduced beyond 
the mass flow rate of 8E-05 kg/s and neither is the temperature uniformity of the pack, as shown 
by Figure 10. The largest mass flow rate considered, 5E-04 kg/s, provided the lowest maximum 
temperature and most consistent temperature uniformity after 720s. The decrease in 
temperature difference at a point between 50s and 100s for the 5E-04 kg/s flow rate is put down 
to computational error caused by increased residual errors from the increased flow rate. This 
does not influence the final temperature performance of the condition, as the flow stabilises 
and the result still approaches an asymptote as expected. Increasing the mass flow rate 
decreases the cell surface maximum temperature within the pack as well as the maximum 
difference in temperature but at a reduced rate for each increase in flow; this phenomenon is 
also demonstrated in the study by Zhao et al. [21]. The maximum temperature and maximum 
temperature difference in this research do not vary with time, as cells’ power generation is not 
set as a function of time, so cells are only asymptotic to their maximum temperature. The 
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greater the mass flow rate, the greater the power consumption required to generate the flow 
and thus, the greater power consumption required for the system. Considering the cost, power 
and performance, the optimal mass flow rate selected was 8E-05 kg/s. 
Final optimised MCC design  
The final optimised MCC design for the four cell 18650 battery pack considered in this study 
consists of 6 mini channels per cylindrical cooling tube, with the inlet location set at location 
2 from Table 2 and Figure 4 and a mass flow rate of 8E-05 kg/s of water. This produces a 
maximum cell surface temperature of 310.26K, which is well within the operating temperature 
of lithium-ion cells.  
Figure 8. The final design of the MCC, showing the top, side, front views and an isometric 
view. Inlet tube location is shown along with fluid domain locations. 
 
 
Fluid Domains 
 
Fluid Inlet 
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Table 5. Tmax at 400s and 720s of the cell surface with different fluid hole quantities.   
 
The maximum temperature difference within the pack is 3.05K and so is also within the 
suggested 5K target from the current literature [4, 7]. The final design geometry is displayed 
(see Figure 8) with some basic dimensions and the face of the front battery and tube hidden to 
show the fluid tubes inside.  
3.3. Results for the Channel-Cooled Heat Sink (CCHS) 
Battery heat generation is transferred to heat in the heat sink by conduction, and heat is then 
removed by water channels along its length. Four options were reviewed, with 4, 6, 8, 10 and 
12 channels being investigated. The maximum cell surface temperature after 400s and after 
720s under the different input parameters is shown (see Table 5). The total mass flow rate of 
the combined channels was set to 2.5E-05 kg/s for all scenarios, and each hole was set to have 
a radius of 1 mm and to be evenly distributed vertically within the heat sink.  
 
 
The temperature at both 400s and 720s is similar across all results, as shown in Table 5, due to 
the large conduction surface of the heat sink connected to the aluminium battery, which has a 
high thermal conductivity, allowing for quick heat transfer [30]. The number of holes chosen 
for the remainder of this study was 8 as this provided an optimal between the overall cooling 
effect and cost, as a design with more holes is more complex and therefore more expensive. 
Numbers of Channels Tmax (K)  at 400s Tmax (K) at  720s 
4 307.67 310.70 
6 307.72 310.62 
8 307.46 310.46 
10 307.41 310.43 
12 307.41 310.41 
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Table 6. Cell surface Tmax maximum ΔT at 720 seconds with different hole diameters.   
 
The diameter of the holes was also varied to create a more even temperature distribution within 
the cell due to its uneven power generation. The diameter of the upper four (higher power 
generation end shown in Figure 3) and lower four holes (lower power end) were varied to 
achieve this effect. The diameters investigated all maintained the same channel volume to 
ensure the volume of the heat sink was not affected. The mass flow rate inlet was again set to 
2.5E-05 kg/s and the upper four holes increased in diameter and the lower four decreased. The 
results are shown in Table 6. 
 
Hole Diameter (mm) Cell surface Tmax at 720s (K) Max Tdif at 720s (K) 
Upper four holes Lower four holes 
2 2 310.44 1.52 
2.18 1.8 310.11 0.44 
2.34 1.6 310.09 0.39 
2.46 1.4 310.18 0.39 
 
The maximum cell surface temperature decreases as the upper holes are increased in size and 
the lower four are decreased until an upper diameter 2.46mm. At this point, the fluid velocity 
within the top holes is decreased significantly so that the fluid within the tubes has equalised 
in temperature before reaching the outlet, and thus does not remove heat as efficiently [31]. 
A two-by-two cell geometry with 6 heat sinks (three-by-two) was created to study the effects 
of mass flow rate and inlet location. The cell temperature was still greater in the upper region, 
so inlet locations are considered from this end, passing through the 4 cells at the lower 
geometries shown in Figure 9 and Table 7.  The mass flow inlet was set to a flow of 1E-04 kg/s 
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for all scenarios and inlet and outlet diameters were set to 5mm. The results are shown in Table 
8 for Tmax and max Tdif at 720 seconds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Location 
Combination 
Inlet Outlet 
1 I N 
2 K N 
3 K L 
4 I L 
5 J M 
                             I                 J 
                            K                
 
 
 
                             L 
          M               N 
    
Table 7. Inlet and outlet combinations. 
Figure 9. Inlet locations from I-K and outlet locations from L-N. Outlet locations are on a 
second fluid domain behind the cells. The fluid domain is 60mm wide and 65mm in height, 
which is the height of the batteries. 
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Location combination 5 provided the worst cooling performance and temperature uniformity 
due to their positions causing greater flow over the right cells in the pack than the left, which 
in turn created a larger temperature difference. The remaining locations provided little 
difference to the overall effect on cell surface temperature due to the heat sink allowing for 
even temperature distribution within the pack. However, location combination 1 did provide 
both the optimal cooling and the most even temperature distribution in the pack and so was 
selected as the location to be used in this research to analyse the effect of mass flow rate. 
Location combination 1 has the inlet and outlet evenly spaced horizontally within the fluid 
domain and the inlet and outlet 5 mm from the top and bottom of the domain respectively.  
Location 
combination 
Tmax (K) at 
720s 
ΔT (K) 
at 720s 
1 310.98 1.90 
2 311.04 1.91 
3 311.13 1.97 
4 311.06 1.92 
5 314.90 4.09 
Table 8. Tmax and max Tdif after 720 seconds for the geometry locations. 
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In this part, four mass flow rates are considered in this study, ranging from 5E-05 to 2E-04 
kg/s, with the maximum cell surface temperature and the maximum difference in cell surface 
temperature shown in Figure 10 and Table 9 respectively.  
Flow Rate (kg/s) Tmax at 720s Tdif at 720s 
5.00E-05 315.83 2.31 
8.00E-05 312.19 2.06 
1.00E-04 311.01 2.00 
2.00E-04 310.88 1.96 
 
The maximum temperature and temperature difference decrease with increasing flow rate, as 
seen in Table 9, and there is a significant change from 5E-05 to 8E-05 kg/s with a decrease of 
over 3K in maximum temperature. The maximum temperature difference for 2E-4 kg/s, the 
fastest flow, is significantly lower than that for 1E-04 and 8E-05 kg/s for the majority of the 
flow, but approaches an asymptote not significantly different, and so its increased power usage 
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 720
T
d
if
(K
)
Time (s)
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Table 9. Tmax and Tdif after 720 seconds for flow rates from 5E-5 to 2E-4 kg/s 
Figure 10. Maximum temperature difference variation with time for varied flow rates 
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fails to provide a long-term cooling difference, as further shown by the similar values of Tmax 
in table 9 for 1E-04 and 2E-04 kg/s. Mass flow rate of 1E-04 kg/s provides over 1K more 
cooling than 8E-05 kg/s and little benefit is gained from the increase to 2E-04 kg/s, and thus 
1E-04 kg/s is selected as the optimum flow rate.  
 
Final optimised CCHS design 
 
The final CCHS design consisted of eight horizontal channels, the upper four of which had a 
diameter of 2.34 mm and the lower four 1.6 mm. The inlet/outlet locations from Table 1 is 
location combination 1. The optimal mass flow rate tradeoff was selected as 1E-04 kg/s, which 
produced a maximum cell surface temperature of 311.01K and a maximum surface temperature 
difference of 2.00K. This is within the optimal operating range of lithium-ion batteries of 313k 
and provides a good cell-to-cell temperature distribution, which is important to overall pack 
performance, as at high temperatures the performance of a pack is limited by the hottest cell 
[32]. The final geometry of the CCHS is shown in Figure 10, with the nearest heat sink set to 
transparent to show the fluid tubes within. The outlet is shown at the top of the display and is 
located closer to the fluid tube holes of a smaller diameter to improve the temperature 
uniformity performance of the system, as shown in Table 6. This number of cells plus one heat 
sink is required to provide cooling to both sides of each cell, but this will be of more negligible 
effect in bigger geometries than the four cell geometry of Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. The final design of the CCHS, showing the top, side, front view and an isometric 
view. Inlet tube dimensions are shown along with fluid domain locations, and the increased 
fluid tube diameters.  
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3.4. Comparison of design performances 
The two designs are now compared on their relative performance. Figure 12 depicts the 
variation in maximum and minimum temperature over 720 seconds. The performance is judged 
by the maximum cell surface temperature to which the cooling system limits the four cell 
geometry, as well as the uniformity of temperature within the geometry. The weight and 
volume of each design are also taken into consideration, as they are vitally important in 
automotive applications [8].  
The MCC provides a superior cooling effect compared to the CCHS, as shown in Figure 12. 
The maximum and minimum temperature within the four cell geometry are lower for the MCC. 
The minimum temperature of the CCHS is initially lower than that of the MCC due to the larger 
size of the heat sink, meaning that more energy is required to raise the temperature of the CCHS 
system. With both systems having the same power generation, the CCHS is therefore heated 
more slowly. The MCC provides better heat removal; this is shown by the lower maximum and 
Figure 12. Maximum and minimum cell surface temperatures during the 720 second cycle.  
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minimum temperatures for the system after 720 seconds, which is the runtime for this study. 
The maximum temperature of MCC was 310.26K (0.75K below the maximum temperature of 
the CCHS). The minimum temperatures were 307.21K and 309.01K for the MCC and CCHS 
respectively, and further show the greater cooling power of the MCC. The maximum 
temperature of the CCHS was 311.01k, and the maximum difference was 2.00k, which was 
significantly less than the temperature difference of the MCC.  
 
 
The variation of temperature difference over the 720 second run time is illustrated (Figure 13) 
and as shown, assuming the same amount of flow rate, the CCHS provides a more even 
temperature distribution within the cells than the MCC due to the larger volume of its 
aluminium heat sink. The heat sink is further interconnected between cells on the same flow 
stream and this allows for a further heat transfer mechanism between cells of uneven 
temperature distribution. The MCC has a maximum temperature difference of 3.05K, which is 
1.05K higher than the CCHS’s 2.00K; both of these results are well inside the 5K limit 
suggested in the current literature [7]. The fact that both results provide such even temperature 
distributions is due to the small geometry of the battery packs considered in this research due 
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Figure 13. Tdif during the 720 second cycle for the optimal CCHS and MCC. 
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to the mesh size limitations. The MCC system provides better cooling than the CCHS system, 
but this comes at the cost of increased temperature difference within the pack. The MCC system 
is also far more complex than the CCHS system, with 24 cooling tubes of 0.8 mm diameter in 
the four cell system compared to the 16.2 mm tubes required in the CCHS. The CCHS will also 
be less complex when enlarged, as downstream cells do not add cooling tubes, but only extend 
the length of existing tubes. This means the CCHS is a cheaper solution to manufacture due to 
its less complex geometry and reduced precision of cut required. The heat flux out of both 
systems after 720 seconds is 13.25W and 13.24W for the MCC and CCHS respectively, and 
this matches the power generation rate of the batteries (13.28W) to within 0.3%. The power 
generation average of the batteries is 190,000 W/m3 over the 6.9889 m-3 in the four cell pack, 
and validates the final results of this study.   
The MCC four cell system is made of 26600.84 mm3 of aluminium, giving it a weight of 72.3 
grams without the batteries. Cells in the MCC can only be located every 22 mm in both the x 
and z-direction (length and height) and with a height of 67 mm, the system requires 32,428 
mm3 per cell. The CCHS requires 59456.30 mm3 of aluminium, giving it a weight without 
batteries of 161.7 grams, significantly heavier than the MCC. Cells in the CCHS can be located 
every 22 mm in the x-direction (length) and 20 mm in the z-direction (height), with the height 
of 65 mm, and this means the CCHS requires a volume of 28,600 mm3 per cell, with the weight 
of each cell being 30.75 grams (see Table 10). 
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Table 10. The weight of each four cell system, including batteries, fluids and module 
materials in total and per cell, as well as the volume of space required for the system in total 
and on a cell basis.  
System Total weight (g) 
including cells 
Weight 
per cell (g) 
Total Volume of space 
required (mm3) 
Volume Required per 
cell (mm3) 
MCC 195.3 48.8 129,712 32,428 
CCHS 284.7 71.2 114,400 28,600 
 
The MCC system is shown to be over 1.46 times more gravimetrically powerful in terms of 
cell energy production than the CCHS system, but the CCHS system is 1.13 times more 
volumetrically powerful. The MCC system provides greater cooling than the CCHS, but this 
comes at the cost of increased volume and costs due to the complexity of the design, and the 
smaller dimensions required mean more precision is necessary in the manufacturing process. 
The CCHS system also provides a greater temperature uniformity within the cell system, but 
this is achieved at a higher temperature, as shown by the minimum and maximum temperature 
after 720s being greater (see Figure 12) than the respective MCC values. The complexity and 
precision required for the MCC design make its use limited to only the most expensive of 
applications, where its maximal cooling benefits are required. The CCHS is a simpler, less 
expensive design. It has less effective cooling than the MCC, but has more uniform temperature 
distribution across the pack.  
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4. Conclusions 
Two liquid water cooling solutions for lithium-ion battery packs were designed and compared 
in this study. The battery used was a 18650 lithium-ion cylindrical battery at a 5 C discharge 
rate, and the ambient air temperature assumed was 298K. The influence of channel number, 
inlet and outlet locations as well as mass flow rate on cooling performance in terms of 
maximum temperature and temperature distribution were investigated. The size of the cooling 
channels was also investigated for the CCHC design, and the main conclusions are as follows:  
 Increasing the number of channels decreases the maximum temperature of the cell, but 
with a reducing effect for each increase. It was not necessary to use more than six 
channels per cell for the MCC and eight for the CCHS, as the benefits beyond these 
numbers are insignificant.  
 As the mass flow rate is increases, the maximum temperature and difference in 
temperature decreases. The optimal cooling performance was found when the inlet was 
located nearest to the battery end, which produced greater heat in adiabatic conditions.  
 The optimal MCC design has a maximum temperature of 310.26K and temperature 
difference of 3.05K, which are within the 313K and 5K limits advised for lithium-ion 
batteries [7]. The number of channels selected is six per tube, with a mass flow rate of 
8E-05.  
 The optimal CCHS design has eight channels, with mass flow rate into the system of 
1E-04 kg/s; this limits the maximum cell temperature to 311.01K and the maximum 
temperature difference is just 2.00K.  
 The MCC design provides better cooling than the CCHS design and is significantly 
lighter, but this comes at the expense of temperature distribution and increased the 
complexity of the design, thus limiting its potential use from an economic point of view.   
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The battery in this study was assumed to be of constant power generation across time and 
temperature, and its material properties were also assumed to be homogeneous across its 
volume, which represents a simplified adaptation of real battery characteristics [20] and is a 
limitation of this research. Future work could analyse the performance of the designs proposed 
on larger geometries and further, look at the effects of different ambient temperatures on the 
systems.  
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